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Abstract
Although many studies revealed that emotions and their dynamics have a profound impact
on cognition and behavior, it has proven difficult to unobtrusively measure emotions. In the
current study, our objective was to distinguish different experiences elicited by audiovisual
stimuli designed to evoke particularly happy, sad, fear and disgust emotions, using electro-
encephalography (EEG) and a multivariate approach. We show that we were able to classify
these emotional experiences well above chance level. Importantly, we retained all the infor-
mation (frequency and topography) present in the data. This allowed us to interpret the dif-
ferences between emotional experiences in terms of component psychological processes
such as attention and arousal that are known to be associated with the observed activation
patterns. In addition, we illustrate how this method of classifying emotional experiences can
be applied on a moment-by-moment basis in order to track dynamic changes in the emo-
tional response over time. The application of our approach may be of value in many contexts
in which the experience of a given stimulus or situation changes over time, ranging from clin-
ical to consumption settings.
Introduction
Emotions are fundamental in guiding our behavior; they are indices of events that we value or
desire to different extents in our everyday lives [1]. Numerous studies have shown that emo-
tions have a profound impact on cognition: emotions modulate attention [2] [3] and enhance
memory for valuable events [4] [1] in order to better predict occurrences of such events in the
future. Emotions also influence social and economic decision-making [5] [6] [7] by acting as a
motivator [8] [7], by providing information [9] [7], and by influencing the way we interact
with others [10].
However, the actual measurement of emotions has proved to be challenging. Emotion rat-
ings acquired through self-report can potentially be distorted because of social desirability con-
cerns [11]. That is, people may not want to express exactly how they feel. Even in the absence
of these factors, it has been shown that people are very limited in their ability to reflect on their
internal mental processes and to accurately report on these processes [12]. That is, they may
not even be able to put their feelings into words accurately. Indeed, as affective processes largely
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occur outside our awareness [13], emotions do not have to be experienced consciously to influ-
ence judgement and behavior [14]. In addition, the task of consciously reporting on one’s
(unconscious) emotional state may actually change this state, potentially changing the relation-
ship between emotion and subsequent behavior [15] [16].
Neuroimaging methods may provide a solution to this problem by recording brain activity
underlying both conscious and unconscious processes, without the need to consciously and
cognitively reflect on them [17]. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been
employed successfully to localize neural networks involved in many cognitive processes such
as working memory or valuation of choice alternatives, while participants perform a task that
engages one of these specific processes implicitly (see [18] and [19] respectively for meta-anal-
yses). There also have been several fMRI studies in which the neural correlates of emotions are
explored (see [20] for a meta-analytic review). However, multiple meta-analyses have shown
that there is little evidence for activity in any single brain region to be consistently and specifi-
cally associated with a specific emotion. This is why a multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA)
approach has been suggested to be more appropriate for investigating emotions; to allow for
the search of neural activation patterns that occur distributed (but simultaneously) across the
brain ([21], but see [22]).
While the core advantage of fMRI is providing insight into the particular brain structures
involved, it is less useful for gaining insight into how these neural processes evolve over time.
Emotions are transient experiences [23], and people’s (intensity of their) experienced emotions
are subject to change under the influence of the external environment [24]. The dynamics of
the emotional experiences have a critical impact on the subsequent (behavioral) response: Peo-
ple do not assess an affective experience based on the average experience, but instead rely
heavily on the intensity of peak and final moments, also referred to as the peak-end rule [25]
[26]. It would therefore be highly valuable to be able to decode and monitor discrete emotional
responses relatively unobtrusively on a moment-by-moment basis. Being able to accurately
measure the dynamics of emotions would serve many practical purposes in contexts such as
media consumption, gaming, online buying, and other aspects of consumer experience, but
also in clinical settings in which one is concerned with changes of the patient’s emotions over
time.
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a suitable alternative to fMRI against this background,
with a lower spatial resolution but with a much higher temporal resolution. With EEG, the
fluctuations in voltage that are measured by electrodes at the scalp reflect the summed activity
of large, synchronously active, populations of neurons at the surface of the brain [27]. This (in
combination with volume conduction) precludes accurate localization of the source of the
measured activity. However, because electrical activity is measured directly (as opposed to via
the hemodynamic response as with fMRI), the temporal resolution is retained.
Studies in the past decades have shown that oscillations in different frequency ranges or so-
called frequency bands of the EEG signal, relate to specific psychological processes in the brain
[28] (see [29] for review). With regard to emotions, early EEG studies (e.g., [30]) have investi-
gated positive versus negative affective experiences using the asymmetry in oscillatory activity
between hemispheres. Although the initial studies suggested that greater left than right frontal
activity was associated with the experience of positive affect, and greater right than left frontal
activity with the experience of negative affect [31], later studies revealed that the underlying
factor was motivational direction (i.e., approach and withdrawal rather than positive and nega-
tive affect, respectively) (see [32] for review).
Going beyond emotional valence, measuring more specific emotions would provide more
detailed information regarding an elicited response and its potential behavioral consequences.
However, clear EEG correlates of specific emotional experiences have so far not been
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conclusively shown. As with fMRI, it is unlikely that specific emotions are associated with each
their own particular EEG component. The aim of our study is therefore to use a multivariate
approach in order to search for patterns of frequency distributions in the EEG data that distin-
guish different emotional experiences. In the current study, these experiences were elicited by
audiovisual stimuli designed to evoke particularly happy, sad, fear and disgust emotions. It
should be noted that we not necessarily measure the specific emotions happy, sad, fear, and
disgust (if they exist), but rather representations of emotional experiences, as elicited by audio-
visual stimuli, that can be grouped together and labeled as such. Thus, we use happy, sad, fear
and disgust merely as descriptive labels for particular experiences as elicited by audio-visual
stimuli.
In our multivariate approach we based supervised classification of the emotion categories
on activity that distinguishes between emotions categories. Importantly, we do not make a pri-
ori assumptions about which features of the signal (frequency bands or scalp topography)
would be predictive of distinctions between emotional experiences. The advantage of this
method is that we will be able to interpret the observed differences between emotional experi-
ences, based on the patterns of frequencies and their topography, in terms of underlying pro-
cesses that are known to be associated with these activation patterns.
We elicited the specific emotional experiences by displaying short videos that we selected
for this purpose, as dynamic multimodal audiovisual stimulation represents the best and most
natural way of eliciting emotions [24][33]. Participants viewed five short clips for each of the
four emotions under investigation, while their EEG was recorded. We then classified the emo-
tional content of these clips based on the features (frequency and topography) of the EEG sig-
nal. Finally, we illustrate that the method we applied to classify emotional experiences can be
used to track dynamic changes in the emotional response over time.
Methods
Participants
We recruited 40 students from the university population. They all had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and had no history of neurological illness. Before the experiment, written
informed consent was obtained, and participants received 25 Euros for their participation.
Three participants were excluded from the analysis because of excessive artefacts in the refer-
ence channels and/ or channels recording the eye movements, precluding appropriate pre-pro-
cessing of the data. The final sample therefore consisted of 37 participants (24 female) between
18 and 28 years (M = 22.2, SD = 2.6) of age.
Stimuli
We selected videos that would elicit a strong emotional response in the participants according
to an expert panel. The content of the videos consisted of scenes from movies or documenta-
ries and were selected to elicit one specific emotional experience (see Appendices A and B in
S1 Supplementary Material for details). The length of the video clips ranged from 22 seconds
to 200 seconds (M= 96.2 s, SD = 36.9 s). More specifically, the happy videos had a mean dura-
tion of 112.2s (SD = 54.6), the sad videos 118.0s (SD = 14.3), the fear videos 82.0s (SD = 32.6),
the disgust videos 58.0s (SD = 23.2). The videos eliciting happy and sad responses were rela-
tively longer in duration than the videos eliciting fear and disgust, because eliciting happiness
or sadness requires in general more time to build up in a context, whereas disgust and fear
responses are more immediate without much need for context (see Appendix D in S1 Supple-
mentary Material for robustness check 1 in which the analyzed segments have equal durations
across emotion conditions).
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We included a video clip from the beginning of the animated movie Up specifically to illus-
trate tracking of the emotional response over time, because this clip comprises a complete
storyline (i.e., a summary of the lives of a man and woman that get together). In the first and
main part of this video the content is predominantly happy, but at a certain point in the video
the happy content clearly ceases to dominate while the sad content increases, allowing us to
demonstrate content validity of our method when we track the emotional response over time.
Procedure
The Erasmus Research Institute of Management (ERIM) Internal Review Board granted
approval to conduct the experiment (2016/04/26-44486mvb). The participants received writ-
ten and verbal instructions on the task that they were going to perform upon arrival at the lab.
Participants were unaware of the purpose of the study, but they were made aware that the vid-
eos that they were going to watch included content from the genres action, comedy, crime,
horror, thriller, romance, drama, mystery and musical. We asked the participants to empathize
with the people in the videos as much as possible, stay attentive and enjoy watching the videos.
We notified participants beforehand of the presence of some intense scenes from movies and
TV series. We did not mention that we would ask them to complete a questionnaire about the
videos after the EEG recording.
During the EEG data collection, participants were seated in a slightly reclining chair posi-
tioned in front of a 19-inch PC monitor in a sound-attenuated, electrically shielded, dimly lit
room. After showing the instructions again on the screen, the videos were presented in blocks,
with each block consisting of five videos belonging to one of the four emotion categories
happy, sad, fear or disgust. We reasoned that a block design was the best approach in order to
induce and maintain the emotional experience optimally, rather than a design with rapid and
constant switching between emotions. We randomized the order of the blocks as well as the
videos within blocks, across participants. Between each block, a neutral video that contained
part of a documentary was presented in order to return to a neutral or baseline emotional
state. The videos were presented at a resolution of 1280 x 720, and the inter-stimulus interval,
consisting of a black screen, was three seconds.
To verify the videos’ effectiveness in eliciting the specific emotional responses in our partic-
ipants, we asked participants to complete a questionnaire about the previously viewed videos
after we finished the EEG data collection. Participants had to indicate for each video the extent
to which they, respectively, felt happy, sad, fear, and disgust during the video on a scale from
one (felt not at all e.g., happy) to five (felt extremely e.g., happy). In order to aid the recollec-
tion of (the experience of) the video, we provided a screenshot of a characteristic scene from
that video before the question. The video screenshots and questions about the videos were pre-
sented in random order (i.e., not in blocks per emotion).
EEG recording and analysis
The EEG data was acquired using the BioSemi Active Two system with 64 active Ag-AgCl elec-
trodes. Additional flat type electrodes were placed on the right and left mastoid, and in the eye
region in order to record eye movements or electro-oculograms (EOGs): Electrodes were
placed below and above the left eye in line with the pupil to record vertical EOGs, and at the
outer canthi of both eyes to record horizontal EOGs. The EEG and EOG signals were sampled
at a rate of 512 Hz. All preprocessing was done in Brain Vision Analyzer software (BVA; Brain
Products). The data was first down-sampled to 256 Hz, then re-referenced to the averaged
mastoids, and filtered with a low cutoff filter of 1 Hz with a slope of 48 dB/octave and a notch
filter of 50 Hz. Thereafter, the data was segmented into 25 segments (one for each video), with
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segments lasting from the beginning to the end of the video. We then split the segments further
into 50% overlapping segments of 256 data points. We applied Gratton and Coles ocular cor-
rection as implemented in BVA, and standard artifact detection and rejection criteria where
segments were rejected that contained jumps larger than 30μV/ms, amplitude differences
exceeding 150μV/ 200ms, and amplitude differences below 0.5 μV/ 100 ms. Note that only the
channels that contained artifacts were deleted within the given segment, and not the entire seg-
ment. Then, data was decomposed into different frequencies (1–128 Hz) using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT, using a 100% hanning window). Finally, we averaged the frequency data
across all segments for each video, and for each participant separately. The resulting frequency
data was exported to Matlab (Mathworks). Note that this results for each video in averaged fre-
quency data across the entire video duration (but for each electrode, for each frequency), since
our DV (emotion category labels) is also at the video level.
For the initial phase of the analysis described below, we only used the first part of the Up
video for the representation of a happy emotional response. Based on the predominantly
happy content of the first part of the video, we averaged frequency data across the first 200 sec-
onds of the video. In order to track the emotional response over time during the complete
video, we additionally exported the non-averaged frequency-domain data for the entire Up
video per second (261 seconds in total).
Statistical analyses
After transforming the EEG data obtained during viewing of the videos to the frequency
domain, we standardized (i.e., z-transformed) the data for every participant, electrode, and fre-
quency across all videos. Further analyses consisted of two parts (one for classifying the emo-
tional experiences happy, sad, fear, and disgust that were elicited by viewing videos, based on
the patterns of frequency distributions observed in the EEG data, and one for illustration of
tracking of the emotional response over time), each with multiple stages (see Appendix C in S1
Supplementary Material for more details on the statistical analyses).
For the first part, classifying the emotional experiences, we started with feature selection:
Using a subset of the observations (i.e., a subset of the videos), we selected features (i.e., elec-
trode-frequency combinations) that were most informative in distinguishing the specific emo-
tions in order to reduce the dimensionality of the data. Per participant, electrode, and
frequency, each emotion was contrasted with the average of the other three emotions. For each
emotion then, one-sample t-tests across participants were applied to determine the 10% most
informative features to use for classification (see Appendix E in S1 Supplementary Material for
similar results with 5% and 20% features: robustness check 2). Thereafter, we proceeded with
training and testing the classifiers. That is, with the remaining observations (i.e., those not
used for feature selection), we trained support-vector machines (SVMs; six two-class classifica-
tion models for the six combinations of four emotions, and also a multi-class model) on the
selected features to generalize the distinction between emotional responses to new data, using
cross-validation. We repeated feature selection and classifier training and testing 500 times,
with for each repetition a different random subset of observations used for feature selection
and thus also for the training and testing stage in order to rule out a selection bias as explana-
tion of our results (see Appendix G in S1 Supplementary Material for robustness checks
regarding the number of repetitions).
For the second part of the analysis, focused on tracking the emotional response over time,
we applied a newly trained classifier to the complete video from the animated movie Up. We
first performed feature selection and training of a classifier on happy, sad, fear and disgust
emotional experiences elicited by the videos (i.e., computed a multi-class model), but this time
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we excluded the happy video Up, as well as for each other emotion the video with the lowest
average rating on the emotional response it should have elicited. The rest of the analysis was
similar to the analysis in part one, except for the final testing stage that was now replaced by a
prediction stage. In the prediction stage, we used the trained classifier to compute the posterior
probabilities that the emotional response was happy, sad, fear or disgust for every second of
the Up video, averaged across participants. Since the content of the video becomes less happy
over time (after approximately 200 seconds), and the reverse holds for the sad content, we
show the contrast between the probability that the response is classified as happy versus sad.
Results
Participants indicated for each video the extent to which they felt happy, sad, fear, and disgust
during viewing the video, after we finished the EEG data collection. This enabled us to verify
the videos’ effectiveness in eliciting the specific emotional responses in our participants (i.e.,
manipulation check). Based on the results of the manipulation check (see Appendix C for
details on statistical analyses and Appendix H for results in S1 Supplementary Material), we
concluded that the emotional responses that the videos targeted to elicit, are indeed the emo-
tions that the participants predominantly experienced during viewing of the videos. These
results suggest that the EEG activity averaged across the duration of the videos, is representa-
tive of a happy, sad, fear, and disgust response, respectively, and that we can use this data to
functionally localize specific emotion-related activity patterns.
Classifying the emotional experiences based on EEG data
Feature selection. The magnitude and sign of the t-values, averaged across the 500 repeti-
tions, indicate how a specific emotional response differentiated from the other emotional
responses at the different electrode-frequency combinations (see Figs 1–4). Note that we did
not group the data into corresponding frequency bands in any of the analysis stages, but we
merely did so here to provide an interpretable structure to the figures and results.
Inspecting Figs 1–4, suggests that the happy and disgust response differentiated most
strongly from the other emotional responses in the higher frequency ranges. Happy was mostly
associated with decreased gamma activity at frontal and temporal sites, and disgust was associ-
ated with increased gamma at temporal areas. The sad response most strongly differentiated
from other emotional responses with more alpha activity present across the scalp. Finally, the
fear response differentiated most clearly from other emotional responses in the alpha fre-
quency range, with reduced alpha predominantly at centro-posterior sites (see Figs 1–4 for
more detailed differences between the emotions).
Across the 500 repetitions of the complete analysis, slightly different features were selected,
and thus also used in the stages of training and testing the classifiers (see Appendix I in S1 Sup-
plementary Material for how often the specific features were selected across the repetitions).
Classifier training and testing. Computing the out-of-sample generalization accuracy for
all 500 repetitions, resulted in a distribution of accuracies indicating generalizability of the dis-
tinction between emotions to new data, for the seven classifiers (see Table 1).
Since the models were trained on an equal number of category members (videos per emo-
tion), theoretical chance level accuracy was 50% for the two-class models, and 25% for the mul-
ticlass models. The ability of the classifiers to generalize the distinction between emotions to
new data was well above chance level, with the fear and disgust response being the most diffi-
cult to distinguish (median 71.62% out of sample generalization accuracy) and the sad and dis-
gust response being the easiest to distinguish (median 81.53% out of sample generalization
accuracy). The multi-class classifier was also well able to generalize the distinction between all
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four emotions to new data with a median accuracy of 57.66% compared to chance level of 25%
(see Appendix J in S1 Supplementary Material for significant differences from benchmarks
created by permuting emotion labels, which were approximately similar to theoretical chance
levels). Although we did not intend to classify a ‘neutral response’ from the neutral videos that
were presented between emotion blocks, including the neutral category in the classifiers
yielded similar results (see Appendix F in S1 Supplementary Material for robustness check 3).
Illustration of tracking the emotional response over time
The first and main part of the Up video contains predominantly happy content, and at a cer-
tain point in the video, the content becomes clearly less happy, while the level of sad content
increases. This allowed us to demonstrate content validity of our method, by applying a classi-
fier that was trained on the four emotion categories to the EEG data obtained during viewing
the Up video, as well as to illustrate the application of the method with high temporal resolu-
tion. Fig 5 shows the posterior probabilities that the emotional response was happy or sad for
every second of the Up video, averaged across participants and 500 repetitions (for illustrative
purposes, we do not show the fear and disgust time courses in Fig 5; for the probabilities of the
response being classified as each of the four emotions see Appendix K in S1 Supplementary
Fig 1. Maps of the difference between a happy response and the other emotional responses. The colors represent t-values. The
different scalp maps show the contrast (expressed in t-values) between activity representing a happy response, and activity representing
the other emotional responses for the specific frequencies that are indicated below the maps (the delta (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–
12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (30–128 Hz) frequency range respectively), and across the head for the 64 electrodes.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211496.g001
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Material. Classification of the emotional response is based on the same multi-class model in
both figures, hence the only difference between the figures is the visibility of the fear and dis-
gust time courses).
Fig 5 shows that although the emotional response of participants was mainly happy
throughout the video as reflected by the estimated posterior probabilities, this response clearly
decreased in the middle and also towards the end (while sadness is showing the opposite pat-
tern), tracking the main ups and downs in the narrative.
Discussion
Although many studies revealed that emotions and their dynamics have a profound impact on
cognition and behavior, it has proven difficult to unobtrusively measure these emotions at a
high temporal resolution. In the current study, our objective was to distinguish between emo-
tional experiences using EEG in order to be able to continuously track dynamic changes in the
emotional response over time. We investigated how accurately we could classify the experi-
ences labelled as happy, sad, fear, and disgust which were naturally elicited by viewing various
videos, based on the distinct patterns of frequency distributions observed in the EEG data. In
addition, we illustrated how this method of classifying emotions can be applied on a moment-
Fig 2. Maps of the difference between a sad response and the other emotional responses. The colors represent t-values. The different
scalp maps show the contrast (expressed in t-values) between activity representing a sad response, and activity representing the other
emotional responses for the specific frequencies that are indicated below the maps (the delta (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz),
beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (30–128 Hz) frequency range respectively), and across the head for the 64 electrodes.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211496.g002
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by-moment basis in order to track the emotional response elicited by viewing a movie clip
dynamically over time.
The results showed that the classifiers were able to generalize the distinctions between emo-
tions to new data well above chance level. We obtained a mean accuracy of 58% (vs. 25%
chance level) when differentiating between all four emotions, and between 71 and 82% (vs.
50% chance level) when differentiating pairwise between specific emotions. Fear and disgust
were shown to be the most difficult to distinguish based on the mean attained accuracy of just
under 72%. This is in agreement with the self-report ratings of the videos showing that the vid-
eos which were meant to elicit fear, also elicited disgust to some extent; more so than videos
which were meant to elicit the other emotions. Nevertheless, presenting our set of videos
appeared to be a natural and reliable way to elicit specific emotional experiences consistently
among participants. This is demonstrated by the ratings being specifically increased for the
emotion that the videos targeted to elicit, and the high agreement between ratings reflecting
participants’ similar feelings during viewing the multimodal dynamic stimuli.
Hence, we have demonstrated that we can distinguish between the specific emotional expe-
riences happy, sad, fear, and disgust, and validated that the specific emotions that the videos
were meant to elicit, corresponded with what the participants described to have experienced
Fig 3. Maps of the difference between a fear response and the other emotional responses. The colors represent t-values. The different
scalp maps show the contrast (expressed in t-values) between activity representing a fear response, and activity representing the other
emotional responses for the specific frequencies that are indicated below the maps (the delta (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–12 Hz),
beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (30–128 Hz) frequency range respectively), and across the head for the 64 electrodes.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211496.g003
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during viewing the videos. Thus, even though we cannot answer fundamental questions about
the existence of (basic or specific) emotions in the brain [34], the results do suggest that repre-
sentations of these emotional experiences, described as happy, sad, fear and disgust by our par-
ticipants, can be distinguished in EEG data.
One potential issue is that, even though we targeted specific emotional experiences, the
more general underlying dimensions of valence and arousal may (partly) also underlie our
results. Since the four emotions in the current design do not sample the affective space of
Fig 4. Maps of the difference between a disgust response and the other emotional responses. The colors represent t-values. The
different scalp maps show the contrast (expressed in t-values) between activity representing a disgust response, and activity representing
the other emotional responses for the specific frequencies that are indicated below the maps (the delta (1–4 Hz), theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–
12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (30–128 Hz) frequency range respectively), and across the head for the 64 electrodes.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211496.g004
Table 1. Mean and percentiles for the distributions of out of sample generalization accuracies across 500 repetitions.
Classifier Mean Min. 2.50% 25% 50% 75% 97.50% Max.
Fear Disgust 71.37 60.36 64.86 69.37 71.62 73.42 77.48 79.73
Sad Disgust 81.54 73.87 77.03 80.18 81.53 83.33 86.04 88.74
Sad Fear 74.56 66.67 68.47 72.52 74.32 76.58 80.18 83.78
Happy Disgust 77.05 68.92 71.62 75.23 77.03 79.28 81.98 85.59
Happy Fear 76.14 67.57 70.72 74.32 76.13 77.93 81.53 85.14
Happy Sad 78.18 70.27 72.52 76.13 77.93 80.18 83.33 86.49
Multi-class (all 4 emotions) 57.54 49.55 52.48 55.86 57.66 59.23 61.94 64.86
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211496.t001
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valence (from negative to positive) and arousal (from calm to excited) evenly, it is not possible
to examine whether valence and arousal processes (partly) drive our results. Nevertheless, the
data suggests that valence and arousal cannot completely account for our results either: the
emotions fear and disgust should be assigned to a very similar position, in the same quadrant
(i.e., middle/ high arousal and negative valence) within the valence-arousal space, yet the clas-
sification model is well able to distinguish fear from disgust.
With the current results, we were able to inspect how the emotional responses actually dif-
fered from each other in terms of patterns of frequency distributions and topography, upon
which the classification is based. Importantly, the current approach allowed us to speculate
about the interpretation of the differences in neural activity between emotional experiences, in
terms of more general underlying processes that are known to be associated with these activa-
tion patterns (e.g., [35]). Alpha band activity (8–12 Hz), for example, has traditionally been
related to the inverse of cortical activity. In a study combining EEG and fMRI registration in
awake subjects at rest, alpha power correlated negatively with brain activity in parietal and lat-
eral frontal cortices that are known to support attentional processes [36]. Indeed, many studies
have shown that alpha activity is negatively associated with attention and task demands in
Fig 5. Dynamics of posterior probabilities for Up. Averaged across participants and 500 repetitions, with different observations used in the feature selection
and classifier training stages across repetitions. The shaded areas indicate the standard deviation across repetitions. The vertical lines illustrate six examples of
scenes at different moments in time, with moments (3), (5) and (6) indicating parts of the video that contain relatively more sad content. (1) Carl and Ellie just
got married and are renovating the house: the posterior probabilities for a happy response are high. Once in a while they go on a picnic and look at the sky full
of clouds. First, they see a cloud turn into an animal, then they see a cloud turn into a baby, and eventually at (2) all the clouds start to look like babies. (3) The
sad part in de middle is elicited by the moment Ellie “gets told” in the hospital that she cannot have a baby: the posterior probabilities for a sad response rise
briefly above chance level. After a short while, the couple picks up where they left off, and the distinction between the probabilities of a happy and sad response
increase again. Over time, Carl and Ellie grow old and although they are still very happy with their lives together (4; Carl and Ellie dance together-scene), Carl
realizes after having looked at an old photo (5) that much time has passed and their lives have not turned out the way they had hoped for. Eventually, we see
Ellie in a hospital bed and at (6) she has just given back to Carl the book in which they had saved all their planned adventures. The posterior probabilities of a
sad response rise above chance level from time to time and the happy response does not clearly dominate anymore.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211496.g005
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general. More specifically, several EEG studies have shown that a decrease in posterior alpha
power was associated with an increase in emotional arousal (e.g., [37] [38], but see [39] [40]).
Our results seem to be in line with these observations: we found that activity in the alpha
frequency band was increased for the sad response, but reduced for the fear response predomi-
nantly at centro-posterior sites, in comparison to the other emotional responses. These activity
patterns potentially reflect that attention and arousal are more strongly engaged for fear, but
that they are attenuated for sad responses.
While alpha band activity mainly distinguished between the sad and fear response, activity
in the higher frequency ranges distinguished happy and disgust from other emotions. Inspect-
ing the scalp topography of the distinctions in these higher frequencies for happy and disgust,
showed that the differences were rather local (instead of widespread) and peripheral. This sug-
gests that these distinctions between emotions may in fact reflect muscle activity. Although we
did not record electromyogram (EMG) from the relevant facial muscles, activity from the tem-
poral and frontal muscles represents the most common form of EMG activity that is picked up
by EEG (mainly in the higher frequency bands). Contraction of these muscles is produced by
jaw clenching and raising eyebrows respectively, which the EEG picks up near the active mus-
cles at the periphery of the scalp [41]. We could therefore speculate that increased high fre-
quency activity at temporal sites elicited by disgust videos could have been caused by
clenching the jaws, whereas reduced activity at temporal and frontal sites for the happy
response may reflect reduced tension in the jaws and less frowning (as sad videos also
appeared to elicit more frontal high frequency activity, potentially related to more frowning).
A side effect of having used multimodal stimuli to elicit emotions naturally could have been
that participants displayed facial expressions corresponding with the elicited emotions (they
were not asked to actively supress them). This, however, should not pose a problem, and may
even work to our advantage if this kind of muscle activity from the facial expressions naturally
occurs with the elicited emotions, and thus can be used in combination with brain activity to
distinguish between emotional responses. That is, for purposes of decoding, it does not matter
very much whether the signals that are used originate from the brain, the face, or from else-
where within the body.
These findings demonstrate the value of the approach of retaining the frequencies that are
present in the data as features to base classification of emotional experiences on. Particularly,
when classification of emotions would be investigated in future studies with other (audio-
visual) stimuli, differences in classification accuracies may occur because of the specific stimuli
that are used. In other words, the use of different stimuli across studies very likely will result in
different classification accuracies across studies, that may not be generalizable. However, with
the current approach we could still assess the overlap between studies in terms of emotion-spe-
cific patterns of frequency distributions in the EEG data and their topography, reflecting inter-
acting component psychological processes, despite any differences in stimuli and classification
accuracies. That is, the emotion-specific EEG patterns on which the classification is based,
may nevertheless be generalizable. Beyond offering insight into the processes underlying the
differences between specific emotional experiences, this will ultimately aid generalization of
the results and enable application of monitoring emotions over time in practice.
There have been some earlier attempts to classify specific emotions using EEG, but these
studies have taken a different approach. Murugappan, Nagarajan, and Yaacob [42] aimed at a
maximal classification of the emotions happy, surprise, fear, disgust, and neutral based on sta-
tistical features that were extracted from the EEG signal. Their entropy measure performed
well at emotion classification, but leaves the distinctions between emotions uninterpretable.
Using different stimuli, Lin and colleagues [43] presented their participants music to elicit
emotions differing in valence and arousal. They averaged the frequencies present in the EEG
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data into five frequency bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma) and found that, based on
asymmetries in oscillations, frontal and parietal electrode pairs were the most relevant in
attaining the maximum classification accuracy. However, these authors did not attempt to
classify specific emotions per se but rather the putative underlying dimensions of valence and
arousal. Moreover, neither of these previous studies has shown whether it is possible to track
emotions dynamically over time with their classification approach.
A unique feature of our study is the inclusion of an illustration of how this method of classify-
ing emotions can actually be applied to relatively unobtrusively monitor emotional responses on
a moment-by-moment basis. This tracking of the emotional experience is important, because
emotions are, in essence, momentary experiences [23]. In the current study, participants viewed a
movie clip from the animated movie Up that was especially included because of its complete story
arc, in order to track dynamic changes in the emotional response elicited by viewing the movie
clip, over time. We used a classifier that was trained on videos with happy, sad, fear and disgust
content to estimate the average happy and sad response across participants, second-by-second
during the movie clip. It appeared that the emotional response, which was estimated based on the
EEG data, was able to accurately track the main ups and downs of the narrative, demonstrating
content validity. In other words, this illustrates that our classification approach can be generalized
to other videos that are not limited to eliciting mainly one emotion to an extreme extent, at a high
temporal resolution. Further research is however needed in order to confirm the differentiation
of emotional responses over time for a more diverse set of dynamic stimuli.
With the methodology advanced here, future research could address how the evolving emo-
tional experience over time, as measured using EEG, relates to subsequent cognition and
behavior without interfering with or disrupting the emotional experience under investigation.
The implications of being able to implicitly measure people’s emotional response are numer-
ous, and valuable in many contexts in which one is concerned with how a given stimulus is
experienced over time. The user experience can provide information about attractiveness and
appreciation in a variety of contexts ranging from clinical settings to consumer settings such as
the consumption of digital media (such as movies, TV shows, broadcasted sports events), gam-
ing, and online shopping.
To summarize, in the current study we elicited the emotional experiences happy, sad, fear,
and disgust, and demonstrated that we could classify these using a multivariate approach. We
retained all the frequencies that are present in the data, which allowed us to interpret the differ-
ences between emotions in terms of component psychological processes such as attention and
arousal that are known to be associated with these activation patterns. The advantage of this
approach is that it enables assessing the overlap between similar studies in terms of emotion
specific patterns of frequency distributions in the EEG data and their topography. Addition-
ally, we illustrated how this method of classifying emotional experiences can be applied on a
moment-by-moment basis in order to relatively unobtrusively monitor dynamic changes in
the emotional response as elicited by viewing a movie clip, over time.
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